
We are pleased to provide you our list of latest

enhancements for your newest Mandarin M5 v5.7.15 below

 

Advance Cataloging 

 1. NEW FEATURE based on numerous requests from you... A new special

report "Class Set Report" has been implemented. It can be found in

Find/Replace in "Cataloging Tools" . After doing any search, if you select "Class

Set Report" it will show you all the holdings for each title from the search results

and show you if it is available or not and who has it on loan. 

M5 New Class Set Reports video 

 Catalog 

 1. NEW FEATURE ...It is now possible to edit user comments before approving

them. 

 2. UI improvements. 

 3. When adding a record, if the search type was changed from Standard to

Equipment before the logon, Record Editor would load the Book template

instead of Equipment. 

 4. The display of call number subfields for bibliographic records in Results and

Details now obeys the details_call_subfields key. 

 5. Searching issues in Visual and Enhanced Search involving quoted text have

been improved. 

 

https://www.mlasolutions.com/m5-v5715
https://support.mlasolutions.com/assistant/class-set-report-help.mp4


 6. List downloads in MARC or RIS format now use the list name plus the .mrc

or .ris extension, respectively. 

 7. Hold and Reserve emails generated from the Results view now include call

number and barcode. 

 Circulation. 

1. Partial fine payments from being applied in Return Mode has been

addressed. 

 2. Carriage returns are now supported in the customized email notification

text. 

 3. A scenario involving the Edit Bibliographic function that could cause an

erroneous ‘barcode not found’ error, or an incorrect bibliographic record to

display, is now handled. 

 Record Editor. 

 1. When saving a record, carriage returns in the subfield data will be replaced

with spaces.

We continue to add new requested features and genuinely appreciate all of the

feedback from our librarians around the world.

We hope these new Mandarin M5 features enhance your and your patrons'

experience.

Please keep your suggestions coming and as always, we appreciate your ongoing

support.

The Mandarin Team

800.426.7477

561 995 4065

automation@mlasolutions.com
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